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BOOKS AND REPORTS:


Interviewing and Counseling the Juvenile Firesetter: the Child Under Seven Years of Age. [Washington, DC: US Fire Administration, 1979] (50p.)


Kinesic Interview Technique - Frederick C. Link and D. Glenn Foster. [Riverdale, GA: Interrotec Associates, 1980] (76p.)


BOOKS AND REPORTS, CONTINUED


ARTICLES:


[Part 1 is a reprint of an article originally published in April-June 1977 issue of F&AI; Part 2 is a revision of an article published in the July-Sept. 1977 F&AI]


[On use of drawings made by children during police interviews. Although article is mainly concerned with use of the technique in sexual abuse cases, one of the examples given is a firesetting incident.]

[On using good interviewing skills when talking to firefighters and civilians.]
ARTICLES, CONTINUED

Note: Kept in vertical files.

"Hypnotic Memory Enhancement." [Reprinted from Progressive Forensics, March 1984, p.6-11.]
Note: Kept in vertical files.


"Kinesic Interview and Technique," Glen D. Foster and Frederick Link, National Fire & Arson Report.
Part 2: July-August 1982, p.1
Part 3: September/October 1982, p.6
Part 4: November-December 1982, p.8
Part 5: January-February 1983, p.4-5
Part 6: March-April 1983, p.6
Part 7: July-August 1983, p.4
Part 8: Sept.-October 1983, p.4
Part 10: Jan.-February 1984, p.11+
ARTICLES, CONTINUED

"Kinesic Interview and Technique," continued:
   Note: This column appeared sporadically in various issues after those listed. Most of them are probably excerpts from Foster & Link's book by the same title. (See p.1 of this list)


"Psychological Stress Evaluator (P.S.E.)," Loren L. Taylor, International Assn. of Chiefs of Police Police Law Reporter, #9, no date, p.3-10
Note: Kept in vertical files.

"Subconscious Rapport Building: Another Approach to Interviewing," S.A. Rhoads and Roger Solomon, Police Chief, vol.39, #4, p.39-41, April 1987. [Interviewing technique keyed to the predominant representational system (i.e. sight, sound, etc.) used by each individual. Relating to the interviewee in best possible manner builds rapport.]


